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 10 

Abstract 11 

The poor performance of lithium ion batteries in extreme temperatures is hindering their wider 12 
adoption in the energy sector.  A fundamental challenge in battery thermal management systems (BTMS) 13 
is that hot and cold environments pose opposite requirements: thermal transmission at high 14 
temperature for battery cooling, and thermal isolation at low temperature to retain the batteries’ 15 
internally generated heat, leading to inevitable compromise of either hot or cold performances.  Here, 16 
we demonstrate a thermal regulator that adjusts its thermal conductance as a function of the 17 
temperature, just as desired for the BTMS.  Without any external logic control, this new thermal 18 
regulator increases battery capacity by a factor of three at Tambient of -20°C in comparison to a baseline 19 
BTMS that is always thermally conducting, while also limiting the battery temperature rise to 5°C in very 20 
hot environment (Tambient = 45°C) to ensure safety.  The result expands the usability of lithium ion 21 
batteries in extreme environments and opens up new applications of thermally functional devices. 22 

 23 
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The ongoing transformation of the energy sector to renewables and the advancement of battery 32 
technologies have put rechargeable batteries, especially lithium ion batteries (LIBs), on the center stage 33 
of our future energy landscape. In recent years, the use of LIBs for electric vehicles (EVs), drones, and 34 
both residential and grid-scale energy storage has been steadily growing, in addition to the more 35 
established consumer electronics market [1-3]. However, the widespread adoption has been severely 36 
hindered by the poor performance of LIBs in both hot and cold climates [4-6]. At high temperatures, 37 
batteries degrade at a much higher rate (lifespan roughly halves for each 13°C increase in battery 38 
temperature [7]), leading to increased cost for replacement [8, 9]. When the temperature drops below 39 
15°C, LIBs suffer from reduced capacity, power, and efficiency, which are responsible for shorter cruise 40 
range for EVs and automatic switch-off of smart phones [6, 10, 11]. Many real-world application 41 
scenarios are not in modest conditions [4]. For instance, out of the 51 metropolitan areas (with over 1 42 
million population) in the U.S., 20 areas normally experience extreme cold days below -18°C (0°F) while 43 
the summertime temperatures in 11 areas (including overlaps with the former 20) routinely exceed 38°C 44 
(100°F) [12]. Maintaining battery temperature within an optimal range regardless of the ambient 45 
condition is vital for the performance of any energy storage system based on LIBs. 46 

 47 

With the modern trend towards fast charging and discharging, i.e. higher C rates (1C rate fully 48 
charges/discharges the battery in one hour), battery thermal management becomes even more 49 
challenging.  On the one hand, batteries lose power capability at low temperature, making it even more 50 
difficult to achieve high C rates. Recent studies have shown that internal heating can quickly warm up 51 
LIBs and restore power [13, 14]. For this strategy to work, however, good thermal insulation must be in 52 
place to prevent the heat from simply leaking away to the ambient [14, 15]. On the other hand, high C-53 
rates substantially increase heat generation within the battery. Keyser et al. estimate that extreme fast 54 
charging (5C or higher), which allows EVs to be charged as fast as conventional vehicles are fueled and is 55 
highly desirable for EV adoption, would raise battery temperature by more than 200°C if the pack is not 56 
properly heat sunk [7]. A high thermal conductance is therefore critical to avoid batteries overheating in 57 
hot ambient. Due to these conflicting requirements for BTMS, i.e. thermal insulation at low temperature 58 
and thermal conduction at high temperature, it has been difficult to manage battery temperature for 59 
both extreme conditions using traditional linear thermal components (for which the heat flux and the 60 
temperature gradient are always linearly proportional). While controlled fluid loops can perform this 61 
thermal functionality to some extent, for example by turning on and off a circulation pump, the ON/OFF 62 
contrast is not large enough [16]. In addition, these systems incur higher cost and weight, and are not 63 
practical for portable applications.  64 

 65 

 66 

 67 

 68 



 69 

Fig. 1. A passive thermal regulator concept for battery thermal management.  (a) A passive thermal 70 
regulator is proposed as the thermal link between the battery and its heat sink. (b) Schematic of 71 
temperature tradeoffs:  Batteries perform poorly at low temperatures due to low power capability and 72 
low usable capacity, while high temperatures are harmful to battery lifespan and cause safety issues. (c) 73 
The ideal thermal management strategy should dissipate battery heat to the environment when battery 74 
temperature is too high, and also internally heat and thermally isolate the battery when battery 75 
temperature is too low. Therefore, the ideal thermal regulator for this application should have a high 76 
thermal conductance, G, at high temperatures for efficient cooling, and switch to a low G at low 77 
temperatures to retain thermal energy and raise battery temperature. 78 

 79 

Here, we report a fluid-free, passive thermal regulator that stabilizes battery temperature in both hot 80 
and cold extreme environments.  Without any power supply or logic, the thermal regulator switches its 81 
thermal conductance according to the local battery temperature and delivers the desirable thermal 82 
functionality, retaining heat when it is cold and facilitating cooling when it is hot.  Below we will first 83 
introduce the mechanism and demonstrate the performance of the thermal regulator in an ideal 84 
vacuum environment.  We then apply it for passive thermal management of commercial 18650 LIBs (the 85 
most widely used LIB model) in air, over a large range of ambient temperatures from -20°C to 45°C. 86 

 87 

Thermal regulator design and operating mechanism 88 

The concept of a thermal regulator has existed for decades, but applications have been limited to a few 89 
niche markets such as thermal regulation in spaceships [17, 18] and cryogenic systems [19], despite 90 
growing interest from other fields in recent years [20]. The main issues with current thermal regulators 91 
are low switch ratio (SR), large footprint, high cost, and poor cyclability. The key characteristic of a 92 
thermal regulator is a variable thermal conductance as a function of temperature. The SR refers to the 93 
on/off thermal conductance ratio and is the most important performance metric for thermal regulators. 94 
Many recent developments in the field exploit the jump of thermal conductivity (κ) associated with 95 
solid-state phase (or structural) changes, with examples including Ge2Sb2Te5 (SR=8:1, irreversible) [21, 96 



22], VO2 (SR=1.3:1) [23-25], boron nanoribbons (SR=1.2:1) [26], LiCoO2 (SR=1.5:1) [27], and ferroelectric 97 
materials such as PbZr0.3Ti0.7O3 (SR=1.1:1) [28].  This class of regulators typically exhibit good abruptness 98 
(thermal conductance vs. temperature approximating a step function rather than a gentle slope) due to 99 
the sharp nature of phase change, but has yet to demonstrate a sufficiently high SR for the present 100 
battery application.  Another class of thermal regulators is based on opening and closing a macroscopic 101 
interface, which have shown much higher SR (~100:1 around room temperature) and seen more 102 
practical utility [17, 18, 29]. This type of regulator typically relies on the differential thermal expansion 103 
( ) between two different materials to induce a geometric change and exploits the strongly 104 
nonlinear behavior of thermal conductance when the interfacial gap closes and becomes a pressure 105 
contact.  For this class of regulator, the gap size (D) depends on the characteristic length (t) of the 106 
thermal regulator body and the actuation strain (∆ ) as 107 ≈ ∆ ∙ = ∙ ∆ ∙ ,                                                                   (1) 108 

where ∆  is the actuation temperature. However, because thermal expansion is a weak effect (DTE 109 
~10 /°C), a long thermal regulator body (t~10cm) is required to close even a small gap of around 0.1 110 
mm [18, 29, 30]. The cost, weight (80-320 gram for a device of 5-6 cm diameter [18, 30]), and precision 111 
requirements of this thermal regulator outweigh the benefits for mainstream (terrestrial, near room 112 
temperature) applications, such as automobiles, drones, and portable electronics. 113 

 114 

Our approach synergistically integrates the two above-mentioned nonlinearities, i.e. solid-state phase 115 
change and interfacial thermal contact conductance, in a novel device topology using shape memory 116 
alloy (SMA).  SMAs themselves are also phase change materials, and are widely used in biomedical and 117 
automotive applications [31]. However, rather than directly utilize the κ change (SR≈ 1.1:1 [32]) 118 
associated with the phase transformation, we take advantage of the change in mechanical properties. 119 
Under a constant stress this translates into changes in the wire strain (typical reversible Δε=2% over a 120 
20 °C temperature change) and therefore macroscopic displacement. Thus, the average strain response 121 
per °C in an SMA around its transition temperature is ~10 /°C , two orders of magnitude larger than 122 
that of thermal expansion alone (DTE ~10 /°C).  Due to the SMA’s much larger / , the same gap 123 
size D can be opened with a much smaller characteristic length t in an SMA thermal regulator than in 124 
previous single-phase concepts [18, 29].  Despite this improvement, however, to open a gap wide 125 
enough (D~0.5 mm) to effectively block heat transfer through air still requires a regulator gage length of 126 
t=D/Δε≈25 mm, which is still too large (thicker than an 18650 cell itself) for many automotive and 127 
portable electronics applications.   128 

 129 

In order to further amplify the gap closure stroke for a given thermal regulator size (form factor), we 130 
developed an SMA actuation configuration whose scaling relation offers an additional degree of 131 
freedom beyond the straight-line kinematics of Eq. (1).  As shown schematically in Fig. 2(a), thin flexible 132 
SMA wires are routed around the thermal regulator and used in tension.  In this case, the total wire 133 
length is ≈ 4 + 4 , and the kinematic relation for gap size becomes 134 



= ∆ ∙ ≈ ∆ ∙ + ≈ ∆ ∙ ,                                                                (2) 135 

where the last step exploits the fact that .  Thus, and in marked contrast to the straight-line 136 
scaling of Eq. (1), the controllable gap size in Fig. 2(a) is independent of t, allowing for devices with more 137 
compact form factors in the cross-gap direction.   138 

 139 

Fig. 2. Design and switching mechanism of the thermal regulator. (a) Design concept for the SMA-140 
actuated thermal regulator. Yellow lines represent the routing of the SMA wire: through the two 141 
grooves on the upper plate and around the four low-κ hanger posts on the lower plate, all with sliding 142 
contact. This design ensures that Twire is mainly controlled by Tsource rather than Tsink, because the wire 143 
has a much larger contact area with the upper plate compared with the lower. Because the lateral 144 
dimension W of these square plates is fixed, the shape recovery strain of the entire wire length solely 145 
manifests as ∆ , i.e. closing the gap. Bias springs (not shown) separate the two plates at low 146 
temperature (OFF mode). (b) Red and blue lines are conceptual stress-strain curves of Nitinol SMA at 147 
temperatures above and below the transition temperature, respectively. The wire switches between ON 148 
and OFF points. The gray solid line indicates the stress in the SMA wire at that strain due to the bias 149 
spring. Before the gap is completely closed, the forces in SMA wire and spring are balanced (neglecting 150 
gravity and friction). After the gap is closed (indicated by “Touch”), the SMA wire cannot get any shorter. 151 



Thus if the temperature keeps rising, the additional force of SMA wire will be balanced by the contact 152 
force between the two surfaces.  This contact force gives rise to an abrupt increase of thermal 153 
conductance. A thermal interface material is used to further enhance the interfacial thermal transport.  154 
(c) The changes of wire length, gap size, contact pressure, and thermal conductance during this 155 
switching process.  156 

 157 

We now discuss the thermo-mechanics of a switch-on process in detail, as shown conceptually in Fig. 158 
2(b) and (c).  At temperatures below the transition temperature (typical Ttrans for Nitinol alloys varies 159 
from -15°C to 80°C, depending on the Ni:Ti ratio) the bias springs (not shown in Fig. 2a) place the SMA 160 
wires in tension, with the static force balance represented by the intersection of the blue and gray 161 
curves in Fig. 2b.  This defines the “OFF” state. As temperature increases, due to the phase 162 
transformation the SMA wire gradually starts to strengthen (transitioning from blue curve to red curve 163 
in Fig. 2(b)) and contract, pulling the two surfaces closer. This closure process happens in two stages.  164 
First, as long as the gap remains finite, the wire stress is counter-balanced by the bias spring force. 165 
Therefore, the wire follows the spring’s response line (gray) from “OFF” (blue circle) to “Touch” (orange 166 
circle). During this stage, the contact pressure between the two plates is zero and the thermal 167 
conductance through the gap is low.  Then the wire reaches the “Touch” point where the gap closes to 168 
zero. Now in the second stage further wire contraction is prohibited by the two touching surfaces, and 169 
further temperature increase only results in stress buildup in the wire. The force exerted by the wire 170 
now exceeds the force from the bias springs, with the difference made up by the interface contact force  171 =  where P is the contact pressure at the interface.  This P leads to drastically better interfacial 172 
thermal transport [33].  If the SMA temperature continues to increase beyond its transition range, 173 
because the phase transformation is finished the thermal regulator maintains this “ON” state without 174 
significant further changes in the mechanics or thermal transport. Clearly, obtaining the highest SR 175 
requires optimizing parameters such as wire diameter and length and the bias spring (see SI for detailed 176 
optimization discussions). 177 

 178 

A simple one-dimensional heat transfer model is used to estimate the performance of the thermal 179 
regulator. In the OFF state, heat transfer between the two plates occurs via parallel mechanisms of 180 
radiation, conduction leakage through the SMA wires (and bias springs), and convection if in air. In the 181 
ON state, the direct heat conduction through the TIM dominates the thermal resistance. For the present 182 
thermal regulator design in an ideal vacuum environment, the SR is estimated to reach 1600:1 to 3200:1 183 
(see supplementary information for model details), which is an order of magnitude higher than that of 184 
any room-temperature thermal regulator reported to date [18, 29, 34]. 185 

 186 

 187 

 188 



Proof-of-concept test in vacuum 189 

 190 

 191 

Fig. 3. Validation of the proposed thermal regulator in a high vacuum environment. (a) Schematic of 192 
the measurement setup. The two reference bars are made of stainless steel. Eight thermocouples (TC) 193 
are inserted into the bars to map the temperature profile along the bars, which are used to calculate the 194 
heat flux  and temperature discontinuity ∆ . at the interface. The interface thermal conductance can 195 
be immediately determined from these two quantities using Eq. (2). The whole upper assembly, 196 
including the upper bar and the heater, is mechanically fixed to the setup frame and not moving. The 197 
lower bar and the baseplate attached to it are mechanically floating. The SMA wire pulls them upwards 198 
while the bias springs push them downwards. Many flexible thin Cu wires (below the baseplate) connect 199 
the lower assembly to a liquid-cooled heat sink to conduct heat away.  (b) Experimental data showing 200 
temperature profiles in the two bars for OFF (left) and ON (right) states for a single cycle, giving a SR of 201 
2070:1. (c) Photo of the experimental setup of two reference bars in a high vacuum chamber. (d) A 202 
close-up view of the thermal regulator region. The contacting surfaces are coated with a thin layer 203 
(~25μm) of electroplated Cu to further improve Gon, as Cu is more thermal conductive and mechanically 204 



deformable than stainless steel. The Cu coating is not to be confused with the small pieces of Cu tape at 205 
the corners of the bars which are used for smoother sliding of the SMA wire. (e) Transient temperature 206 
curves of the setup during a start-up. The heat sink temperature is held constant at approximately 20°C 207 
during this experiment. As soon as the heater is turned on at t=0, upper bar starts heating up, but the 208 
lower bar temperature remains flat and unaffected until the moment the two surfaces touch, which 209 
occurs when the thermal regulator temperature surpasses the critical transition temperature (≈ 70°C). 210 
Recall that the wire temperature is close to the temperature at the lower surface of the upper bar (due 211 
to large direct thermal contact area with the upper bar as a result of the groove), which is slightly lower 212 
than T5. (f) Cyclic experiments show that this thermal regulator maintains a very high switch ratio of 213 
2020:1 (±130) over the 10 cycles tested.  214 

 215 

To experimentally validate our thermal model we designed a test rig modified from the popular ASTM-216 
5470 “reference bar” standard [35, 36], as shown in Fig. 3(a,c). To measure the thermal contact 217 
conductance of the regulator interface, two stainless steel (SS) reference bars with thermocouples 218 
(calibrated to ±5 mK) are used as heat source and heat sink. With the temperature profile measured and 219 
the SS thermal conductivity well documented from literature, the heat flux through the bars can be 220 
calculated using Fourier’s law 221 = ∙ .                                                                                      (3) 222 

The temperature discontinuity at the interface ∆ . is also readily obtained by linear extrapolation of 223 
the bar temperatures. The thermal interface conductance is then simply 224 = /∆ .                                                                               (4) 225 

Due to inevitable thermal radiation losses, the vertical heat fluxes at different locations on the reference 226 
bars are slightly different. The lower bar has lower temperature difference with the surrounding and less 227 
radiation loss. Therefore, the lower bar heat flux is used in Equation (2) (for detailed discussion of the 228 
data evaluation process please see SI).  229 

 230 

A Nitinol wire with transition temperature range of around 60-80°C is used. At temperatures below this 231 
range, the thermal regulator is thermally insulating with a vacuum gap (D≈0.5 mm) between the two 232 
surfaces (Fig. 3 (d)). Heat can only cross the gap by conduction through the thin SMA wires and via 233 
thermal radiation, with the latter further suppressed by the polished (down to 1200 grit) low-emissivity 234 
metal surface (with electroplated copper). The excellent thermal isolation between the upper and lower 235 
bars in this OFF state is clearly confirmed by the very small temperature gradient in each bar (e.g. 236 = 1.8	 ⁄  in lower bar for Fig. 3(b) “OFF”) and the large temperature discontinuity at the 237 

interface (∆ . = 26.6° ). When the upper bar temperature is increased above the SMA transition 238 
temperature, the wire contracts and the gap closes, enabling direct heat conduction through the TIM, 239 
and only from this moment does the lower bar start to heat up dramatically (see transient temperature 240 



curves in Fig. 3 (e)). Notably, this switch process occurs rapidly within around 10 seconds (see SI for 241 
temperature curve details), which is significantly faster than the 10s of minutes response time reported 242 
for a linear-stroke DTE-type switch [29].   243 

 244 

After the entire system reaches steady state in the ON condition, as shown in Fig. 3 (b:”ON”) the 245 

temperature gradients in the reference bars are high ( = 390	 ⁄ ) and the discontinuity at the 246 

interface is reduced (∆ . = 2.9° ), indicating good thermal contact.  The thermal interface 247 
conductance is then calculated from the steady-state data using Eq. (2), resulting in Gon=2340 W/m2K 248 
and Goff=1.13 W/m2K. Therefore, a record-high room-temperature switch ratio of 2070:1 is achieved.  249 
Furthermore, Gon, Goff, and the switch ratio all fall within the ranges of prediction, confirming that both 250 
ON and OFF state heat transfer are well accounted for in the model. A total of 10 switch cycles were 251 
performed in this experiment to demonstrate the cyclability and durability.  252 

 253 

Separate tests revealed that using SMA wire directly as-received results in poor cyclability, for example 254 
with Gon decreasing by more than 60% after merely 3 cycles as shown in Fig. 3(f) (open circles).  This is 255 
due to the well-known transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP) phenomenon.  For this reason, as 256 
detailed in the SI all SMA wires used in the main results of Figs. 3 and 4 were first pre-conditioned using 257 
a higher stress loading, resulting in stable, repeatable regulator response as demonstrated by the 10 258 
cycles of Fig.3(f) (solid circles, “trained”), and 1000 cycles performed in the battery test presented next. 259 

  260 

Battery thermal management demonstration 261 

Finally, we demonstrate the potential impact of this thermal regulator using commercial LIBs in an 262 
ambient air environment (Fig. 4).  Although vacuum environments for battery thermal management are 263 
technically feasible [37, 38], operation in air is clearly better suited for low cost and large-scale adoption. 264 
Only passive elements, i.e. no logic control, are used in the experiments. To represent the range of 265 
climate conditions relevant to modern battery applications, the tested ambient air temperatures range 266 
from very cold (-20°C) to very hot (45°C) [4], which are simulated using an environmental chamber 267 
(ESPEC BTL-433).  Shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b) is the test module, consisting of two Panasonic 18650PF 268 
LIBs electrically in series.  The batteries are sandwiched between two aluminum holder plates to adapt 269 
their cylindrical shape to the planar thermal interface. The thermal regulator is set up between the 270 
holder and an air-cooled aluminum heat sink. This thermal regulator design is modified to fit the 271 
dimensions of the battery module, but has the same key features as our original concept shown in Fig. 2: 272 
SMA wires are in tension and adopt the “folded” kinematic configuration to amplify stroke. Due to the 273 
larger W of this module (roughly 5 cm by 7 cm, compared to 2 cm by 2 cm of reference bar) and longer 274 
SMA wire length, the stroke, i.e. gap size is also larger (≈1 mm). The two cells’ gravity force (≈1 N) is 275 
much lower than the wire’s actuation force (10-20 N), therefore the orientation of the module does not 276 



affect its effectiveness.  NiTiCu alloy, a variant of Nitinol with lower hysteresis [39], with a transition 277 
temperature range of approximately 10-35°C (0.010’’ diameter, Kellogg’s Research Labs) is chosen for 278 
this experiment. Curved slots are created at the corners of the upper holder plate to ensure smooth 279 
sliding and to maximize heat transfer to the wires. The large majority of the wire length is above the 280 
batteries, therefore the average wire temperature is close to the cell surface temperature.  281 

 282 

In this practical setup, the thermal regulator is not the only thermal resistance between the batteries 283 
and the ultimate heat sink (typically the ambient air). In order to reach a high system-level performance, 284 
it is critical to insulate the parallel thermal pathways, including the heat conduction through the SMA 285 
wires and springs (insignificant), and the direct convection between the cells and the ambient air, which 286 
is largely suppressed by an aerogel blanket (Fig. 4 (a)). Similarly, series thermal resistances, such as the 287 
interface resistance between the cells and the holder plate, need to be minimized. A simple thermal 288 
circuit model is presented in the SI to analyze the effects of parallel and series thermal resistances in this 289 
battery experiment.  290 

 291 

In order to compare the performance of the thermal regulator with traditional linear, non-switched 292 
BTMS components, we also conducted control experiments for two reference conditions: “always ON” 293 
and “always OFF”. These are achieved by replacing the SMA wires with stainless steel dummy wires 294 
adjusted to give either an intimate interface (“always ON”) or an open gap (≈ 1mm, “always OFF”), 295 
respectively.  The thermal regulator and the two control configurations are tested with standard 296 
discharging cycles at 2C rate with the results presented in Fig. 4.  297 



 298 

Fig. 4. Demonstration of the thermal regulator with a module of two commercial 18650 LIBs. (a) 299 
Schematic of the experimental setup, a split view showing OFF and ON states. Two Panasonic 18650PF 300 



cells are sandwiched between holder plates and the whole assembly attached to an air-cooled heat sink 301 
through a thermal regulator, which provides an air gap at low temperatures and intimate thermal 302 
contact at high temperatures. Two thermocouples (not shown) are attached to the exposed side walls of 303 
the two cells to measure battery temperature. Both of their readings are in close agreement (±1°C), and 304 
their average is presented in the following plots. (b) Photo of the test assembly. (c) and (d) Comparison 305 
of battery performance with thermal regulator, always ON, and always OFF, for representative cold (-306 
20°C, (c)) and hot (45°C, (d)) ambient temperatures.  For each test, the battery module is fully charged 307 
and then the entire test assembly is allowed to come to thermal equilibrium with Tambient before 308 
discharging at a 2C rate. Charging and discharging cut-off voltages are 4.2V and 2.5V per cell, 309 
respectively, and the two cells are electrically in series.  Measured discharge capacity is calculated as a 310 
percentage of the rated capacity, 2700mAh per cell. For a cold environment as in (c), the thermal 311 
regulator becomes thermally insulating to retain battery-generated heat. Compared with the common 312 
“always ON” design, Tbattery rises much higher (ΔTbattery of 40°C vs. 15°C) and the usable capacity more 313 
than triples. For a hot environment as in (d), the thermal regulator becomes thermally conducting to 314 
dissipate heat and prevent the batteries from overheating. As a comparison, the “always OFF” design, 315 
which performed well at low temperature, now results in the batteries heating to unsafe levels. 316 
Together these two panels show how the thermal regulator adapts to the ambient environment and 317 
regulates battery temperature passively without external stimuli or energy input. (e) Transient 318 
temperature responses during free cooling after the discharge cycle is completed at -20°C, immediately 319 
following the same two curves shown in (c). (f) Temperatures of the battery module equipped with the 320 
thermal regulator discharged at 5 different ambient temperatures.  (g) and (h) Investigating cyclability of 321 
the thermal regulator at Tambient=-20°C and Tambient=45°C, respectively.  The thermal regulator was taken 322 
through 1000 switching cycles by directly heating the SMA wire (5 s ON / 10 s OFF).  In addition, the 323 
battery module performance was tested using the same procedure as panels (c) and (d) at four stages: 324 
before switch cycling and after 300, 600, and 1000 switch cycles.   325 

 326 

At a very low Tambient of -20°C, batteries lose a large fraction of their capacity if not warmed up quickly, 327 
which is exactly what is seen for the “always ON” case (only 21% rated capacity) in Fig. 4(c) due to 328 
continuous heat dissipation through the intimate thermal contact.  In contrast, for both the “always OFF” 329 
and the thermal regulator cases of Fig. 4(c), the temperature of the battery module rises rapidly to 330 
around 20°C  because leakage of self-generated heat is blocked by the air gap. As a result, the usable 331 
capacity of the batteries is increased by more than a factor of 3. The thermal regulator case delivers 332 
slightly less thermal insulation and lower capacity (76% vs. 89% rated capacity) compared with “always 333 
OFF”, due to the gap size decreasing above 10°C. If needed, the off-state gap size can be easily increased 334 
by extending the lateral wire routing (i.e., increasing the effective W in Eq. (2)). Not only do the 335 
regulated batteries heat up more quickly compared to the default “always ON” design, they also cool 336 
down significantly more slowly as shown in Fig. 3(e).  It takes 20 mins before the module temperature 337 
drops back below -10°C in the presence of the thermal regulator, which is beneficial for dynamic electric 338 
vehicle drive cycles in winter that include brief stops.   339 

 340 



Although the “always OFF” BTMS strategy had its merits at low temperatures, it is unacceptable for high 341 
temperature environments because it blocks heat dissipation when the batteries need to be cooled.  342 
Figure 4(d) compares the performance of all three strategies for a hot environment (Tambient=45°C).   The 343 
discharge capacity is close to (actually slightly higher than) the rated capacity because of the high 344 
temperature for all three cases. However, the module temperature with an “always OFF” strategy 345 
increases by 20°C to an unsafe level of 65°C (the maximum allowed temperature is 60°C according to 346 
the manufacturer datasheet, while the Department of Energy target is 52°C [7]). Such high temperatures 347 
accelerate the battery degradation and increase the risk of thermal runaway [6, 40, 41].  At the same 348 
time, it is clear that the thermal regulator has become thermally conducting at this temperature, 349 
enabling efficient cooling of the module and limiting the temperature rise to around 5°C.  Indeed, the 350 
thermal regulator’s cooling performance approaches that of the “always ON” reference device, as 351 
expected.   352 

 353 

In addition to these experiments at -20°C and 45°C, we have also exercised the battery module with 354 
thermal regulator at several intermediate Tambient values, with the results given in Fig. 4 (f).  The gradual 355 
transition from completely OFF at -20°C to completely ON at 45°C can be seen. Hence, the thermal 356 
regulator has successfully achieved its objective of thermally insulating the module at low temperatures 357 
and cooling the module at high temperatures, as initially envisioned in Fig. 1. This thermal functionality 358 
is impossible with traditional linear thermal elements.  359 

 360 

The calendar ageing and cyclability of the thermal regulator with the battery module was also tested. 361 
After the initial performance characterization (Fig. 4 (c-f)), the module was left on a bench in lab air for 6 362 
months. Subsequently, we placed the test module in Tambient of -20°C and switched the regulator by 363 
directly joule heating the SMA wires to close and open the gap.   For an EV automotive application we 364 
anticipate that this thermal regulator would go through a switch cycle (OFF to ON to OFF) every time the 365 
battery is charged in cold climates, and less frequently in mild and hot climates which require good heat 366 
sinking at all times. The 18650 cells’ cycle life is roughly 500 cycles at 100% depth of discharge (DoD) [42] 367 
and is longer at lower DoD [43].   Considering these factors, we performed 1000 switch cycles on the 368 
thermal regulator as a durability test. As shown in Fig.4(g), the thermal regulator’s “OFF” state 369 
performances is very well preserved over the 6-month ageing and 600 switch cycles, degrading slightly 370 
after 1000 cycles to result in an 8.5% battery capacity reduction at -20°C.  The thermal regulator’s “ON” 371 
state performance was not compromised even after 1000 thermal cycles, with the maximum 372 
temperature increasing by less than 1°C. In a real outdoor environment, dust particles are expected to 373 
be a threat to the thermal contact and on-state performance. Therefore, the thermal regulator would  374 
likely require a hermetic seal to maintain this level of cyclic stability.  375 

 376 

From a systems integration perspective, compared to a standard “always-ON” BTMS approach, the 377 
minimal additional hardware requirements to implement this thermal regulator are in principle only the 378 



bias springs and the SMA wire; we note that a TIM is already required in an “always-ON” BTMS to bridge 379 
the cells to the heat sink, and the functionality of the holder plates of Fig. 4(a,b) might be omitted for 380 
prismatic cells with flat surfaces or incorporated into existing heat sinks with curved surfaces already 381 
used to secure cylindrical cells.  In the best case considering only the SMA wire and bias springs, the 382 
additional mass is less than 1g, which is minimal compared to the mass of two 18650 cells (92g).  383 
Similarly, the material cost of Nitinol (0.08g at $30-300 /kg) is also significantly less than 1% of the 384 
battery cost (approximately $6) [2].  385 

 386 

Summary 387 

We have presented a new type of passive thermal regulator to address the critical need for adaptive 388 
thermal management in battery applications. Demonstration with a battery module consisting of 389 
commercial 18650 lithium ion cells show that this thermal regulator increases cold-weather capacity by 390 
more than 3-fold simply by retaining the battery’s self-generated heat (even larger effects should be 391 
accessible through intentional self-heating such as in [13, 14]) while also keeping the module from 392 
overheating in hot environments even at a high 2C discharge rate.  We anticipate that this study may 393 
point the way towards a simpler and more energy-efficient approach to the thermal management of 394 
batteries in a wide range of climates, which is important for faster adoption of electric vehicles and 395 
battery-based energy storage, with potentially broader impacts on battery-critical applications such as 396 
drones and portable electronics. In addition, this study showcases how thermally functional materials 397 
and devices [20] enable new thermal management strategies which are not possible previously.  398 

 399 

Methods 400 

Reference bar experiments. Reference bars are machined to a tolerance of 25 μm. The contacting 401 
surfaces are polished using sandpapers from 220 down to 1500 grit sizes. K type thermocouples of 254 402 
μm diameter are used for measuring the temperature profile and the data is logged by a Keithley 2700 403 
acquisition system. A custom common cold junction is made by sandwiching all the thermocouples’ cold 404 
ends between two Al blocks and connecting the cold junction and Keithley terminals using Cu wires. The 405 
experiments take place in a bell jar with vacuum level better than 10-5 torr. For steady-state 406 
measurements, we allow 5-20 hours for the system to stabilize before the temperature data is recorded. 407 

Battery thermal regulator experiments. Al alloy 6061 is used to construct the holder plates and the heat 408 
sink. The slots accommodating the cells are machined and then polished to 1500 grit. Silicone grease is 409 
used to reduce the thermal interface resistance between the cells and the holder plates. The battery 410 
module is cycled with a PEC Corp SBT2050 tester in an ESPEC BTL-433 environmental chamber. 411 

Data availability. The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of this study are 412 
available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request. 413 
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